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Abstract—Intel’s® 4th generation Core™ microprocessors are
powered by Fully Integrated Voltage Regulators (FIVR). These
140 MHz multi-phase buck regulators are integrated into the
22nm processor die, and feature up to 80 MHz unity gain
bandwidth, non-magnetic package trace inductors and on-die
MIM capacitors. FIVRs are highly configurable, allowing them
to power a wide range of products from 3W fanless tablets to
300W servers. FIVR helps enable 50% or more battery life
improvements for mobile products and more than doubles the
peak power available for burst workloads.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Intel’s® 4th generation Core™ microprocessors (code
name Haswell) are powered by Fully Integrated Voltage
Regulators (FIVR), the industry’s first large scale deployment
of high current switching regulators integrated into a VLSI die
and package. An overview of the scheme is given in Fig. 1(a).
A first stage VR, which is on the motherboard, converts from
the PSU or battery voltage (12-20V) to approximately 1.8V,
which is distributed across the microprocessor die. The second
conversion stage is comprised of between 8 and 31 (depending
on the product) FIVRs, which are 140MHz synchronous
multiphase buck converters with up to 16 phases. A simplified
schematic for a two phase FIVR domain is shown in Fig. 1(b).
The power FETs, control circuitry and high frequency
decoupling are on the die, while the inductors and midfrequency input decoupling capacitors are placed on the
package. Each FIVR is independently programmable to achieve
optimal operation given the requirements of the domain it is
powering. The settings are optimized by the Power Control Unit
(PCU), which specifies the input voltage, output voltage,
number of operating phases, and a variety of other settings to
minimize the total power consumption of the die.
FIVR is the enabling technology behind key improvements
for Intel’s® 4th generation Core™ microprocessors including a
50% or more increase in battery life for mobile products, and a
2-3x increase in peak available power (which converts into
burst performance). The motherboard voltage regulators
eliminated by FIVR free up space that can be used to add
platform features or reduce platform dimensions. Details are
discussed in Section V.
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A. Background
Intel’s® 2008 microprocessor microarchitecture introduced
the Power Control Unit (PCU) [1], a microcontroller that
monitored conditions across the die in real time, and
dynamically adjusted a variety of settings to optimally manage
power consumption and performance. One of the most
important features controlled by the PCU were newly added
high current power gates, which provided a significant
improvement in CPU energy efficiency by eliminating large
leakage losses on idle compute domains. The power gates on
high current domains were introduced by adding gate
transistors into thin ‘cracks’ between major functional blocks
and represented a very small percentage of the total die area.
The die bumps required to support the high current domains
required a much larger area than the gate transistors themselves.
The large “bump area” posed a hard barrier to productization
until a scheme was devised to “borrow” bumps from
surrounding circuitry using a thick, low loss routing layer. An
extension of this scheme makes FIVR affordable.
A limitation of power gate is that all active domains still
operate at the highest voltage required by any individual
domain. To create separate voltage domains an entirely new
regulator must be added to the motherboard, which adds cost,
increases area, and requires extra package pins. An
improvement suggested by recent research is the integration of
high frequency buck regulators directly on the microprocessor
package, or in the die itself [2] [3] [4] [5]. This allows a much
larger number of independent power domains, each managed
dynamically to match the local computational demand. For
example, this would allow one CPU core to run at an elevated
voltage and frequency to satisfy a heavy computational load,
while other cores execute lower priority code at a much lower
voltage and frequency to save power.
Each of the previous works cited had at least one issue
making it poorly suited for broad, high volume
deployment. The multi-chip approach taken by [2] resulted in
an effective current density of 1.3A/mm2 that would make it
expensive to implement because of the silicon area required to
support a full power microprocessor product. In [3] another
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Figure 1. (a) Representative partitioning of the separate high current power domains on a 4 th generation Core™ Microprocessor. (b) Simplified schematic of
a single FIVR domain, showing the partitioning of the components between the die and the package.

example of the multi-chip approach is demonstrated. This work,
which used a 90nm process and inductors integrated onto the
die, achieved a higher current density (8A/mm2) but reported a
relatively low efficiency of 76% (compared to 85% for 3.3V to
1.0V conversion in [2]). Instead of the multi-chip approach, the
authors of [4] integrated the regulator directly into the die on a
45nm process, but still suffered from relatively low current
density (1.7A/mm2). The authors also report an efficiency of
83% for 1.5V to 1.0V conversion due in part to the quality of
the discrete inductors that were used.
FIVR builds on the VR designs presented in [2], while the
implementation strategy that makes FIVR affordable, is an
extension of the bump “borrowing” scheme developed for the
high current power gates [1].
B. Motivation
This paper will show that FIVR addresses the issues in prior
work that prevented broad deployment of integrated switching
regulators in high volume products. Extending the earlier bump
borrowing scheme yields the same current density increase, and
corresponding cost decrease, that first made power gates
affordable. Improvements in the inductors and transistors yield
efficiency in the 90% range for typical high power workloads.
The high unity gain frequency (up to 80MHz) allows FIVR to
work with just on die MIM for output capacitance.
While these advancements are necessary, they’re
insufficient to make a reasonable business case for FIVR. To
pay the costs of developing and fabricating FIVR, it’s important
to quantify the actual customer-visible benefits provided in a
real implementation. At the start of the design FIVR’s expected
benefits fell into half a dozen categories. FIVR delivered
material benefits in every category, and some benefits were far
larger than expected. The benefit categories were: battery life
increase, increased available power (for increased burst
performance), decreased power required for a given level of

performance (or almost equivalently, increased performance
for a given power consumed), decreased platform cost and size,
improved product flexibility and scalability. See section V for
the detailed FIVR impact.
II.

IMPLEMENTATION, DESIGN, AND SIMULATION

A. Circuitry
A block diagram representing the circuitry for a single
FIVR domain is shown in Fig. 2. The buck regulator bridges are
formed by replacing the power gates in previous products with
NMOS and PMOS cascode power switches. The cascode
configuration allows the power switches to be implemented
with standard 22nm logic devices while still handling an input
voltage of up to 1.8VDC [2]. This avoids the cost of extra
processing steps for high voltage devices, while achieving
excellent switching characteristics. The bridge drivers are
controlled thru high-voltage level-shifters and support ZVS
(zero-voltage switching) and ZCS (zero-current-switching)
soft-switching operation. The gates of the cascode devices are
connected to the “half-rail”, Vccdrvn, regulated to Vin/2. This is
also the negative supply of the PMOS bridge driver as well as
the positive supply of the NMOS bridge driver.
The area occupied by the power switches and drivers is
small, so they are distributed across the die, immediately above
the connection to their associated package inductor which
minimizes routing losses. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(a), which
shows the location of the package inductors under the die for a
four core LGA part. The driver circuitry is interleaved with the
power switches in an array which minimizes parasitics to allow
for very high switching frequencies. This also allows the size of
the bridge to be easily scaled based on the current requirement
and optimization points for each power domain.
Each FIVR domain is controlled by a FIVR Control Module
(FCM). The FCM contains the circuitry for generating the
PWM signals using double-edge modulation, as indicated in
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Figure 2. Simplified block diagram of the circuitry for a single representative FIVR domain

Fig. 2 by the dashed box. Separate circuitry not shown in Fig. 2
manages phase current balancing, and the resulting digital
PWM signals are distributed from the FCM to individual
bridges. The PWM frequency, PWM gain, phase activation,
and the angle of each phase are all programmable in fine
increments to enable optimal efficiency and minimum voltage
ripple across a span of different operating points. Spreadspectrum is used for EMI and RFI (Radio Frequency
Interference) control.
The FCM module also contains the feedback control
circuitry (compensator). A high-precision 9-bit DAC generates
a reference voltage for a programmable, high bandwidth analog
fully differential type-3 compensator. Sense lines feed the
output voltage back to the compensator. The endpoint of these
sense lines is strategically placed to achieve minimum DC error
and optimal transient response at an important circuit location
in the domain. The compensator is programmed individually
for each voltage domain based on its output filter, and can be
reprogrammed while the domain is active to maintain optimal
transient response as phase shedding occurs.
The key to making FIVR affordable was integrating the
power devices directly into the microprocessor die. As with the
power gate circuitry discussed in the introduction, the power
switching circuitry for FIVR can be placed in small areas
between major circuit blocks. The lower current handling of the
die bumps makes the die bump area requirements for FIVR
much larger than the actual die area required. Since FIVR is
integrated into the microprocessor die, routing on the thick
metal die layer allows extra bumps to be ‘borrowed’ from areas
over other circuits, which avoids wasting any excess die area
due to bump current limits. This makes the effective current
density of FIVR 31A/mm2, a 24x increase over the bumplimited 1.3A/mm2 reported in [2].

B. Passives
In order to keep the buck output filter small enough to fit on
the die and package it is necessary for FIVR to switch at a high
frequency – 140 MHz in most cases. This allows the buck
output filter inductors to be implemented using only the bottom
metal layers of a standard flip-chip package. Power routing is
constrained to the top layers of the package as a result, but the
proximity of the inductors to the load ensures that minimal
power is dissipated on these layers. The inductors are nonmagnetic, i.e. Air Core Inductors (ACI). A representative ACI
from an 8-phase domain of a product with an LGA package is
shown in Fig. 3(b), including the connection points to the power
switches, the DC current path through the inductor, and the
connection of the inductor to the output plane. Package design
rules allow the ACIs to be placed in to close proximity with one
another. On a representative LGA package with four CPU
cores, this allowed 59 inductors on 10 different voltage rails to
be implemented in a 20mm x 8mm area. The package
implementation also allows inductor designs to be customized
on a per rail basis to meet efficiency, ripple, and transient
response requirements.
Decoupling for the input rail is provided by a combination
of ceramic package capacitors and on-die MIM capacitors [6].
The on package ceramic capacitors keep the output impedance
of the input rail low from approximately 1 MHz to their selfresonance around 20 MHz. The MIM capacitors are on the die
along with the power circuitry and provide high frequency
decoupling, including at the switching frequency and its
harmonics. Decoupling for the output rails is provided
primarily by the MIM capacitors, which are sufficient to
provide good transient response if wide bandwidth feedback
control is used (see the results section). In some cases the MIM
capacitors are supplemented with extra package ceramic
capacitors. The comparatively low self-resonant frequency of
the ceramic capacitors complicates the control loop design and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) The bottom of an Intel® 4th generation Core™ microprocessor LGA package is shown along with along with a picture of the corresponding
die. A group of eight FIVR inductors is pulled off to the side. (b) An enlarged 3D view of two FIVR inductors is shown with current flow arrows.

does little to attenuate voltage ripple, but the ceramic capacitors
can provide a net transient response benefit if they are robustly
connected to the output power plane.
C. System Control
In order to minimize losses from FIVR, a modified version
of the PCU [1] dynamically configures each FCM based on the
current activity level of the domain. The PCU turns each rail on
or off based on activity, and specifies an output voltage target
to support the desired frequency. It also optimizes the settings
discussed in section II.A for the anticipated operating
conditions. These settings include the number of active phases
(i.e. phase shedding to improve light load performance), the
compensator settings (to maintain optimal transient response as
the number of phases changes), and the timing of switch drivers
(to ensure zero voltage switching at light loads). This allows
each FIVR domain to operate at near peak efficiency across a
wide range of load conditions from retention to Turbo. An
example of the benefit this provides is shown in Section IV.A.
III.

CHARACTERIZATION AND PERFORMANCE TESTING

Validating and optimizing a voltage regulator requires the
measurement of key parameters such as voltage ripple,
efficiency, power supply rejection ratio, transient response, and
control loop stability margins. Due to FIVR’s high level of
integration and fast switching frequency many of these standard
measurements are difficult or impossible to perform using off
the shelf test equipment. For example, an IA Core voltage
domain powered by a FIVR capable of supplying over 30A
occupies less than 15mm2 on the package, which is completely
covered by the microprocessor die. This renders the attachment
of an external load for a full current efficiency measurement
impossible. This section describes some key Design For Test
(DFT) features that are included in FIVR to allow accurate
characterization.
A. Control Loop Transfer Function
To enable characterization of the control, a high frequency
programmable signal generator is placed in the feedback
network on every FIVR domain. The signal generator is
activated in a test mode to inject a known, synchronized signal

into the on-die feedback loop. By controlling the test feature
and monitoring the output voltage on the package with an
oscilloscope, the response of the control loop is directly
measured. Repeated measurements are used to tune the
compensator to achieve fast response and good stability
margins.
B. Load Transient Response and Rejection Ratio
Microprocessors require a nearly constant DC voltage in the
presence of large load transients. For characterization purposes,
however, it is difficult to create a well behaved step load using
only the execution of code in normal operation. The authors in
[7] instead use a scheme called Integrated Frequency Domain
Impedance Meter (IFDIM), which gates the clock network on
and off at a fixed frequency creating a large load transient. The
frequency is programmable, the magnitude of the transient can
be precisely calibrated using DC measurements, and the load
step is known to occur within one clock cycle, so the
microprocessor itself is effectively turned into an alternating
current load. This feature is included on every FIVR domain,
allowing the transient response to a known load to be measured.
FIVR domains are characterized across a wide frequency range
at multiple operating points for both output impedance and
output load coupling across domains.
C. Efficiency
As was previously mentioned, the level of integration
makes it impossible to connect a high current load directly to
the output of a FIVR rail. An additional complication is that the
circuitry on the die cannot be disconnected from the FIVR
output, so whenever FIVR is powered some extra current draw
due to leakage results. This required the development of a new
technique for accurately measuring efficiency. A brief
summary of the method is given here. First, a procedure using
an external low current load and FIVR operating in a test mode
is used to calibrate the leakage. The completely ungated clock
tree is then operated at varying frequencies to create a large
effective adjustable DC output current. An iterative series of
measurements is then used to precisely calibrate the total
current drawn by the clocks and the leakage, which allows the
efficiency to be measured, when combined with conventional
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Figure 4. (a) Measured voltage ripple for a low noise domain for single
phase and two phase operation (128 averages) (b) Measured efficiency for a
voltage domain as a function of the number of active phases

measurements of the voltage and the current at the output of the
first stage regulator.
IV.

RESULTS

Due to the high switching frequency used, the performance
of FIVR is sensitive to the layout of the die and the package
which includes the inductors. Each combination of die and
package is individually optimized and validated. The following
section contains some key validation results from an Intel® 4th
generation Core™ microprocessor with four microprocessor
cores on an LGA package.
A. Measurements
Fig. 4(a) shows the voltage ripple for a low noise domain
measured under the die near the connection of the ACI to the
power plane. The measurement was averaged 128 times against
the PWM clock (with spread spectrum clocking turned off). To
achieve an accurate measurement, a controlled impedance
differential sense line was routed on the package from the
measurement location to a probe connection point with a
matched termination. An active differential oscilloscope probe
was then connected to the probe point. This ensures an accurate,
wide bandwidth measurement is achieved, as opposed to

Figure 5. (a) Measured voltage droop on a graphics domain in response to
an 8.5A step load (b) Comparison of the effective impedance profile for the
graphics voltage domain on a 3rd generation Core™ microprocessor versus a
4th generation Core™ microprocessor

probing the package power planes directly or using a single
ended sense line, which can substantially attenuate the
measurement over a distance as short as a few millimeters. In
two phase operation less than 4mV (less than 1% of the voltage
set point) of ripple is achieved with a rail driven by air core
inductors well under 2mm2 in area.
Fig. 4(b) shows the efficiency as measured using the
procedure in section III.C for 1.70V to 1.05V conversion with
the bridges configured for hard switching. The efficiency
measurement has been repeated for varying numbers of phases,
in each case showing a peak efficiency of approximately 90%
at 0.75A/phase. By employing a phase shedding scheme it is
possible to keep the efficiency of the domain within a few
percent of the peak efficiency of the domain from 1A to 15A.
This is managed by the PCU which can phase shed when the
efficiency can be improved, but also has the intelligence to
avoid phase shedding when it could be problematic, for
example when a large load transient is possible.
The measured output voltage (averaged 128 times) during
an 8.5A load step generated by the IFDIM feature on the
graphics voltage rail is shown in Fig 5(a). The measurement
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Figure 6. The measured open loop gain and phase of a FIVR showing
78MHz bandwidth with 40° phase magrin

was performed with a similar probing configuration to that used
for the voltage ripple measurement. The combination of a high
bandwidth feedback loop and on die decoupling keep the
voltage droop under 50mV despite a rise time for current step
of under 1ns (orders of magnitude faster than normal graphics
circuit behavior). The main droop event lasts under 30ns, and
the DC voltage is restored within 100ns. A nonlinear control
feature saturates the duty cycle when a large transient is
detected (not active in Fig. 5(a)). The feature was found to
provide up to a 25% reduction in voltage droop for step loads,
but the benefit is significantly reduced for certain aperiodic load
patterns. The effective output impedance profile for the same
rail is shown in Fig. 5(b). The peak impedance demonstrates the
fast bandwidth of the compensator. Because the inductors are
located immediately below the actual area of the die that
consumes current, the DC and low frequency load line is
virtually zero. The figure also shows the impedance profile for
an Intel® 3rd generation Core™ microprocessor graphics rail,
which is powered by a platform VR. For this rail, a DC load
line is required due to the distance between the VR and the die.
Several resonant peaks occur from the various stages of
decoupling capacitors on the motherboard and package, and the
parasitic inductance between them and the actual point of
current consumption on the die.
Fig. 6 shows the open loop transfer function for a FIVR
domain, measured using the signal generator DFT. This rail
demonstrates a unity gain bandwidth of 78 MHz while still
maintaining 40° phase margin. Robust compensator circuit
design and very small propagation delays were necessary to
achieve this bandwidth, which, in turn, was required to maintain
good transient response on rails with limited output
capacitance. The high bandwidth also enables fast voltage
transitions. A FIVR rail turning on and turning off are shown in
Fig. 7. Both transitions are programmed to about half a
microsecond for a full range transition – two orders of
magnitude faster than a typical platform-based solution. The
fast ramp rate translates into power savings for the system, as
the voltage rails can be turned on, used, and turned off again
almost instantly.

Figure 7. A FIVR rail ramping to its voltage set point from fully off, and
then turning off again. Voltage transition times are programmable, but
typically set for half a microsecond for a 1V transition.

A large number of additional measurements are taken for
validation purposes that are not shown here due to space
constraints. These include the output impedance of the Vin rail,
audio susceptibility measurements, and the coupling noise due
to load transients from one rail to another (particularly from
very high current domains such as core and graphics to low
current system agent domains). EMI/RFI characterization is
also performed.
B. Comparison to Previous Work
Table I contains a comparison to previous works discussed
in the introduction. FIVR operates at a higher switching
frequency than previous works, which is enabled in part by very
good gate charge characteristics for the MOSFETs. This allows
up to 90% efficiency at a common conversion ratio.
V.

FIVR IMPACT TO PRODUCTS

Battery life improvement: Sufficient battery life for a
complete work day has long been desired from mobile products.
FIVR, combined with power management architecture
improvements, has enabled this for Intel® 4th generation
Core™ products. Increases of well over 50% have been widely
reported (for example, [8] and [9]). FIVR’s battery life benefit
comes by several means:
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TABLE I.
Parameter

COMPARISON OF FIVR TO PREVIOUSLY REPORTED INTEGRATED VOLTAGE REGULATORS

G. Schrom et al., 2010 [2]

T. DiBene et al., 2010 [3]

N. Sturcken et al., 2012 [4]

This Work

Process node

130 nm

90 nm

45 nm

22 nm

Switching Frequency

60 MHz

100 MHz

80 MHz

140 MHz

Unity Gain Freq

5 MHz

Not Published

Not Published

80MHz

85-88%, 3.3V:1.0V

76%

83%, 1.5V:1.0V

90%, 1.7V:1.05V

Total Output Imax
capability

50 A

Limited by first stage and
thermals (Up to 400 A)

1.2 A

Limited by first stage and
thermals (Up to 700 A)

Imax/VR die area

1.3 A/mm2

8 A/mm2

1.7 A/mm2

31 A/mm2

Efficiency

Voltage rail count

4

20

1

8 to 31

Phase count

16

320

4

49 to 360

MCMa

MCMa

Integrated into network die

Integrated into CPU die

Package trace, & magnetic
discrete

Magnetic thin-film on VR
die

Discrete wire-wound air core

2D array of package trace

Ceramic package caps

Ceramic package caps

Die Cap

Die Cap - MIM

2000 nF/A

not published

15 nF/A

7 nF/A

Integration level
Inductor technology
Capacitor type
Cout per Max Amp

a



Standby current historically consumes a large fraction of
the battery’s stored energy. FIVR’s fast bandwidth allows
low frequency supply noise to be rejected, resulting in up
to a 90% reduction in decoupling requirements. This
allows both the first and second stages of regulation to be
power cycled much faster than on previous products,
enabling new deep sleep states with up to 20x lower
standby power. With the lowered capacitance, power
expended, and time wasted entering and exiting the states
is similarly reduced. Reduced sleep-state entry/exit time
also saves power by increasing sleep-state usage.



FIVR’s fast control loop and integration into the package
result in one tenth the peak impedance of prior solutions
(see Fig. 5(b)) in the sub-MHz stimulus range most
relevant to the graphics architecture. The resulting low
frequency supply noise reduction improves power at a
given performance by up to 30%.



FIVR increases the number of voltage rails, allowing each
domain to be set at the minimum possible voltage that
supports error-free operation, reducing both leakage and
dynamic power.



Replacing multiple high current voltage regulators on the
motherboard with a single first stage regulator reduces the
PCB footprint of the power delivery solution. This extra
space can be used for a larger battery, with some examples
demonstrating up to 10% growth.



Trimming FIVR together with the microprocessor removes
manufacturing guard-bands normally required to ensure
that every VR will work with every CPU.

Increased available peak power: An illustrative example
shows how FIVR can increase the peak power available to the
microprocessor. A typical mobile processor platform using the
prior generation power delivery scheme had two 30A, 1.1V
VRs providing 33W for cores and 33W for graphics. Using the
same power FETs and inductors for the FIVR’s 1.8V input VR,
the part has 108W power rail (30A/phase * 2 phases * 1.8V),

MCM – Multi Chip Module – the active circuitry is on a separate die assembled on the same package

which can be dynamically allocated to a combination of FIVRs
by the PCU. For core-only workloads, nearly the entire 108W
can be allocated for the cores, increasing the available power
ceiling by 3x. For graphics workloads, 36W can be partitioned
to the cores with the remaining 72W going to graphics – more
than double the power available from the 33W platform VR.
Because power consumption scales as CV2F and frequency
scales with voltage, the increase in available power could be
used to operate the graphics at up to 26% higher frequency than
possible with the platform VR. A similar calculation yields a
44% higher core frequency in the core-only scenario. The
duration of these scenarios is limited by the thermal capabilities
of the platform, but translates into improved speed in many real
scenarios.
Decreased power at a given performance: Intel’s® Iris™
Pro graphics uses FIVR’s higher available power to deliver
high end graphics. FIVR’s high unity gain bandwidth presents
less than a tenth the peak output impedance provided by the
prior generation’s platform VR in the sub-MHz range important
to the graphics load (see fig. 5b). Because FIVR has doubled
the graphics power ceiling, few (if any) of our shipping parts
would fit within the bounds of the older generation’s platform.
The higher currents typically imply hundreds of millivolt
droops on the older platforms. The combination of high currents
with high impedance peaks yields a hypothetical power tax in
the 20-30% range (assuming one could, and actually would,
ship these high current levels into the old platforms). FIVR
avoids that tax.
Improved product flexibility and scalability: FIVR’s ability
to add voltage rails onto a common shared input rail without
package growth or even platform changes brings significant
flexibility and modularity into the design space that was not
available before. New voltage rails can be added as needed,
without any platform change. This ability allowed us to
introduce the Iris™ Pro graphics into standard platforms even
though new rails were needed for the EDRAM and its high
speed OPIO link.
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Platform size and cost reduction: Since four platform VR
controllers are eliminated, along with the associated decoupling
caps, power FETs and inductors, there’s a clear platform size
and cost advantage. FIVR’s total platform BOM cost reduction
is expected to be several billion dollars over the product
lifetime. The power inductors feeding power to the CPU often
show up in the critical thickness cross-section of small formfactor laptops and tablets, and trading FIVR’s total component
count reduction for a thickness reduction is straightforward. A
platform phase count increase results in lower current per
phase, and the lower phase current can be satisfied with a lower
profile set of inductors.
In the prior generation platforms, some dual-sided PCBs
have tall components like ICs and inductors on the primary side
and lower profile discrete components on the secondary side.
Often the secondary-side components are mostly high
frequency decoupling, located immediately underneath frontside ICs, with sparsely populated areas between. In such cases,
FIVR eliminates most of the secondary-side components, and
frees up space on the primary side to accommodate the rest. The
resulting populated PCB thickness is reduced by the height of
the tallest removed backside components.
In small systems, the platform size tends to limit the feature
set, leading to fewer connectivity options, smaller storage
space, etc. FIVR’s platform size reductions can provide more
space to implement these features.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Consumers expect every generation of mobile computer
products to have more compute power, thinner and lighter form
factors, and longer battery life than the last. The 4th generation
Intel® Core™ power architecture using FIVR provides
improvements in all three of these areas. To the author’s
knowledge, this is the first consumer product to make use of
integrated switching regulators on this scale. Furthermore,
FIVR’s performance is improved versus previously reported
prototypes. The authors therefore feel that FIVR is an important
advancement in the field of power electronics.
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